Experimental study of surface-wave-assisted microwave transmission through a single subwavelength slit
In 1873, Ernst Abbey discovered a fundamental diffraction limit. Whenever an object is imaged by a conventional imaging system, such as the lens or a system of lenses, fine features-those smaller than the wavelength-are permanently lost in the image. The information is lost because the imaging device operates only with propagating harmonics emitted by a source. Spatial harmonics, which contain data on subwavelength details of an object, are evanescent waves, which exhibit exponential decay in free space and become practically undetectable in the field creating the image. The absence of contribution of evanescent waves in the focused field is the fundamental reason for Abbe's diffraction limit. However, recently, it was discovered that the imaging with sub-wavelength resolution in the far zone is possible with a passive and linear device called superlens. The preliminary attempts to create a superlens were based on so-called lefthanded materials (LHM) whose theory was developed by Veselago, 1 who in 1967 suggested the focusing of divergent rays without aberration by a parallel-plate slab of LHM. In 2000, Pendry found that Veselago's slab lens in the ideally lossless case forms the perfect image by way of amplification of evanescent waves across the slab compensating their decay in free space. 2 Hence, the sub-wavelength details, which are lost in the region between the source and a lens formed by LHM, can be restored to obtain a super-resolved sharp image. 3 However, the practical realization of this superlens turned out to be hardly possible due to the intrinsic losses inherent to bulk LHM. 4 Therefore, other approaches to superlensing appeared, which turned out to be more successful. For example, it was demonstrated that an array of parallel conducting wires (so-called wire medium (WM)) may provide sub-wavelength resolution at frequencies from microwaves to near infrared. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] The properly designed WM slab can operate as a superlens even in the case when its thickness is noticeably larger than its transversal size. This is the practical implementation of the WM superlens-a multiwire endoscope. The effect on which the superlensing is based was called canalization in work. 5 Canalization is a phenomenon when all spatial harmonics produced by an object (including evanescent ones) transform into propagating waves, which travel along the endoscope with the same phase and group velocity. The equivalence of velocities allows the Fabry-Perot condition of total transmission fulfilled for any incident angle including complex ones. As a result the near field of the object located at the front side of the endoscope is delivered to its rear side with a rather small distortion and behind it the subwavelength image is restored. The WM imaging endoscopes can operates at many frequencies with low losses, and its resolution is limited only by the spacing between wires and not related to the wavelength at all.
However, conventional WM endoscopes with wires normal to the interfaces are polarization sensitive: the s-polarized harmonics of the incident field practically do not interact with the wire medium, only p-polarized harmonics interact with wires and are canalized. 6 Therefore, not all types of objects can be properly imaged by a conventional WM endoscope. It was shown in Refs. 12 and13 that a wire medium endoscope formed by parallel wires tilted to the interfaces allows also the imaging in s-polarized waves, enabling thus the full reconstruction of the object near field. Such endoscope is the subject of the present study. The governing idea of this study is the possibility to create the image inside the endoscope.
The previous investigations of sub-wavelength imaging in WM endoscopes [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] concerned the images at the back interface, which are highly sensitive to the distance between the source and the front side of the WM. These external images rapidly disappear when this distance increases, because the contribution of evanescent harmonics decays on the double distance: between the object and the endoscope and between the endoscope and the image. Recently, we proposed 14 an original approach that allows increased distances to the object keeping the same subwavelength resolution. This is the detection of the image in the middle of the endoscope. This opportunity is based on the theoretically revealed effect-resonant pumping of standing waves inside an array of wires. Being motivated by this theoretical concept, in this Letter, we provide the experimental verification of the claimed effect.
First, we performed numerical simulations of the structure presented in Fig. 1 . This was done using the timedomain solver of the CST Microwave Studio 2013 package. The endoscope consisting of an array of 20 Â 20 brass wires was excited by a magnetic loop antenna, with radius of about r loop ¼ 10 mm, which was placed at h ¼ 2 mm distance from the front interface of the endoscope (this distance is counted along its axis). The operating frequencies were several tens of MHz, the length of the wires is d ¼ 2500 mm, the period of the lattice a ¼ 10 mm, the radius of the wires is r wire ¼ 1 mm. The magnetic field of the loop is normal to the wires, and the distance between loop center and wires is DZ ¼ h þ r loop . The wires are supported by thin styrofoam slabs (thickness is 20 mm) with relative permittivity close to unity at the frequency of operation 60 MHz. The tilt angle (the angle between the axis of the endoscope and its interfaces) is 30
. The aperture of our tilted endoscope is 200 Â 400 mm 2 . Distributions of electric and magnetic fields in the plane of the loop are presented in Fig. 2 . It is clearly seen that the point source form a channel of electromagnetic radiation in the close vicinity of central wires. The local enhancement of magnetic field (dominant H y component) in the middle of the endoscope confirms the effect of evanescent waves amplification. In the numerical simulation endoscope was excited over a broad frequency range, and the distribution of magnetic field along a line parallel to the wires and passing through the center of the loop are shown in Fig. 3(solid  lines) . The absolute maximum of the magnetic field is in the middle of the endoscope is achieved at 60 MHz that corresponds to the Fabry-Perot resonance frequency. At other frequencies, the distribution of the magnetic field changes due to the mismatch. Without the endoscope (dashed bold line), we observe a rapid exponential decay of the magnetic field of the loop. The correspondence between these numerical simulations and theoretical predictions 14 is excellent. During the next stage, we performed an experimental verification. The photograph of the endoscope located in the anechoic chamber together with the experimental setup is presented in Fig. 4 .
The object was a magnetic loop antenna (fed by a coaxial cable) with the same parameters as in the above simulation. This source was placed near the front interface of the tilted wire medium endoscope in such a way, so that the magnetic field of the loop was normal to the wires. The field distribution in the endoscope was scanned by an automatic mechanical near-field scanning device with magnetic probe (loop diameter 14 mm) made from a coaxial cable (with 2 mm diameter). The source and the probe both were connected to a vector network analyzer Agilent E8362C PNA.
With the aid of this scanning device, we measured magnetic field distribution along the wires in different cross sections of the endoscope. The experimental results are presented in Fig. 5 . The measured values agree very well with the numerical results that confirm our expectations.
In conclusion, we have experimentally verified the phenomenon of evanescent waves enhancement inside a WM endoscope with tilted wires in the microwave frequency range. This phenomenon can be viewed as an improvement of the previously studied WM endoscopes. Without any change in the structure, WM slabs are capable of imaging a source with sub-wavelength resolution located at the enhanced distance from the front side of the device, but the image in this case has to be detected inside the slab, this effect was named as internal imaging. 15 This concept can be applied for improvement of magnetic resonance imaging 
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where WM endoscopes can be very useful. 16 If we place a receiving coil in the middle of the WM endoscope, the image quality is expected to be better. Notice, that during the preparation of the present paper, we have experimentally verified this expectation in a magnetic resonance imaging machine. FIG. 5 . Transmission spectrum in dependent on coordinate along the central wire (2 mm above) of wire medium with a comparison between numerical simulation with endoscope (solid line), without endoscope (dashed line) and experimental data (cross).
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